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Summary of Financial Results for Fiscal 2012

Capital Adequacy

Consolidated total capital ratio, Tier 1 capital ratio, Common
Equity Tier 1 capital ratio (CET1 ratio) as of March 31, 2013
amounted to 14.18%, 11.02% and 8.16%, respectively.

We have been implementing “disciplined capital man-
agement” by pursuing the optimal balance between
“strengthening of stable capital base” and “steady returns
to shareholders.”

With regard to the new capital regulations (Basel III) for
which implementation period commenced from the end of
March 2013, we aim to increase the CET1 ratio (fully-effective
basis*9, including the Eleventh Series Class XI Preferred
Stock*10) to 8% or higher as of the end of fiscal 2015, the
final year of our new medium-term business plan. Specifically,
we will strive to accumulate our capital steadily and to
strengthen our financial base further, mainly by accumulat-
ing retained earnings and improving asset efficiency through
the steady implementation of our various initiatives in the
new medium-term business plan.

In the medium- to long-term, we aim to accumulate a
sufficient level of CET1 capital, giving due regard to the
timeline of the phase-in implementation through the end of
fiscal 2018. Accordingly, we believe we will be able to suffi-
ciently meet the new capital regulations including the
framework to identify G-SIFIs.

*9. Estimated figure with regulatory adjustments fully deducted under
fully-effective basis as of the end of fiscal 2018.

*10. Although preferred stocks are not classified as CET1 capital under
the Basel III, our calculation includes the Eleventh Series Class XI
Preferred Stock (mandatory conversion date: July 2016) in CET1
capital. The outstanding balance of the Eleventh Series Class XI
Preferred Stock as of March 31, 2013 (excluding treasury stock)
was ¥340.6 billion (63.9% of the initial amount issued of ¥943.7
billion had already been converted into common stock as of such
date).

Note: The above contains statements that constitute forward-looking
statements within the meaning of the United States Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. See the disclaimer at the
bottom of page 1 of this Annual Review for information regard-
ing factors that could cause actual results to differ from those in
the forward-looking statements.

Total capital ratio

Tier 1 capital ratio

CET1 ratio

(Basel III basis) As of March 31, 2013

14.18%

11.02%

8.16%

One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—

Review of “Mizuho's Transformation Program” and One Bank Synergy 

MHFG was established ahead of other financial groups under a financial holding company structure in September 2000. Since an
internal reorganization in April 2002, it has strived to enhance its profitability by providing customers with the highest quality
financial services through mutual cooperation among its legally separate group companies based on customer segments and
functions centered on the holding company.

By promoting “Mizuho's Transformation Program,” which was formulated in May 2010, Mizuho has implemented initiatives
including strengthening in business areas where the group has competitive advantages, improving financial strength and asset effi-
ciency, and advancing organizational structure and business infrastructure. Mizuho launched its substantive one bank structure in
April 2012 and has taken actions to realize early synergy benefits ahead of the merger of MHCB and MHBK conducted in July 2013.

Program for
Improving

Profitability

Review of Mizuho's Transformation Program

•Consolidated net income amounted to ¥560.5 billion for fiscal 2012, exceeding the target of ¥500.0 billion
Achieved consolidated ROE of 10.3% (Target: 10% level in fiscal 2012)

•Achieved the reduction target of G&A expenses by decreasing ¥59.1 billion on a Three Banks basis (Target: ¥50.0
billion reduction from fiscal 2009)

Achieved expense ratio of 49.8% in fiscal 2012 which was lower than the target ratio of lower 50% level

•Overseas business expanded favorably, with income from Asian operations doubling

Program for
Enhancing

Financial Base

•Mainly through steady accumulation of retained earnings and efficient management of risk-weighted assets, the capi-
tal adequacy ratio has reached a sufficient level (Tier 1 Ratio: approximately 12.8%*1) (as of March 2013, Basel II basis)

CET1 Ratio: 8.74% (as of March 2013, Basel III basis) *2

•Stock portfolio reduction was only ¥491.3 billion, half of the target figure
Approximately 80% achievement ratio, including the consented amounts to sell (approximately ¥294.0 billion)

Program for
Strengthening

Front-line Business
Capabilities

•Unification of business structure across the group has progressed steadily. Group reorganization has been accelerat-
ed, through the transformation into “one bank”, turning the listed subsidiaries into wholly-owned, etc. One Bank
synergy realized was ¥50.0 billion (+¥20.0 billion against fiscal 2012 target of ¥30.0 billion)

Pursue One MIZUHO synergies (+¥90.0 billion in the next three years)

•Redeployed 1,139 personnel, more than the targeted number (1,000) for the three years, to the marketing front-line

*1. Estimated Tier 1 Ratio calculated on a Basel II basis (as of March 2013) 
*2. Including the Eleventh Series Class XI Preferred Stock (balance as of March 2013: ¥340.6 billion, mandatory conversion date: July 1, 2016)
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Progress

Revenue Synergies

Cost Synergies

Total

Banking Operations

Retail

Corporate

Markets

Group Collaboration

Personnel Downsizing

Other Cost Reductions

Fiscal 2012
Results

+¥20.0 billion against the Estimates

Fiscal 2012
Estimates(Billions of ¥, round figure)

Early Synergy Benefits from Merger of MHCB and MHBK

•Demonstrated a steady progress in cross-marketing between MHCB
and MHBK
• Significant increase in housing loans arranged for employees and

executives of corporate customers (over +¥100 billion year-on-year)
• Increase in Solution Business-related income from MHBK corporate

customers (+¥6.0 billion year-on-year)
• Steady increase in overseas income from business with Japanese cor-

porate customers (+20% year-on-year, regarding MHBK's customers)

•Synergies in the Trading segment were realized ahead of schedule
• 300% progress rate in Markets Unit which accelerated unification of

operations of fund positions in addition to more efficient treasury
management within the group

•Unification of headquarters and operations functions, merger of secu-
rities subsidiaries, and personnel reduction, etc.
• Cost reduction significantly exceeded the plan (200% against the

plan) mainly due to personnel reduction, efficient management of
facilities, and merger effects of securities subsidiaries

(Note) Figures above are estimated synergy effects compared to fiscal 2011
results based on managerial accounting

Based on the benefits and challenges emerging through these actions, MHFG has formulated a new medium-term business
plan, “One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—,” for the three years from fiscal 2013.

Notes:1. MHFG: Mizuho Financial Group, MHCB: Mizuho Corporate Bank, MHBK: Mizuho Bank, MHTB: Mizuho Trust & Banking, MHSC: Mizuho
Securities, MHIS: Mizuho Investors Securities

2. The above contains statements that constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of the United States Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995. See the disclaimer at the bottom of page 1 of this Annual Review for information regarding factors that could cause actual
results to differ from those in the forward-looking statements.
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New Medium-term Business Plan “One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—“

Mizuho's Vision, Five Basic Policies and Ten Basic Strategies

In response to structural and regulatory changes in the economy and society in both Japan and overseas, the new medium-term
business plan aims to launch the new Mizuho toward the “new frontier” of the next generation of finance. Based on Mizuho's
vision for our future as part of our new corporate identity, the necessary elements for the new frontier of finance, and our future
direction based on an analysis of Mizuho's current situation, we have developed five basic policies and ten basic strategies, which
add more detail to the five basic policies in terms of business strategy and management foundations. These are as follows.

Toward the Improvement of Customer Convenience

As the only Japanese banking group with its own banking, trust banking and securities functions, Mizuho will further improve
customer convenience by steadily implementing the “One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—.”

Mizuho's Vision

<Five Basic Policies> <Ten Basic Strategies>

The most trusted financial services group with a global presence and a broad customer base, contributing to the
prosperity of the world, Asia, and Japan.

1. Further develop integrated strate-
gies across the group for each
customer segment to respond to
the diverse needs of our customers

2. Contribute to sustainable devel-
opment of the world and Japan
by proactively responding to
change

3. Mizuho Means Asia: accelerate
globalization

4. Build strong financial and man-
agement foundations to support
the essence of Mizuho

5. Form strong corporate gover-
nance and culture in the spirit of
One MIZUHO

(1) Strengthen integrated financial services by unifying banking, trust banking, and securi-
ties functions to respond to finely detailed corporate and personal banking segments

(2) Perform consulting functions taking advantage of our industry and business
knowledge and forward-looking perspective

(3) Support formation of personal financial assets in Japan and invigorate their investment
(4) Strengthen proactive risk-taking functions for growth industries and corporations
(5) Strengthen and expand Asia-related business in Japan and on a global basis
(6) Cultivate multi-level transactions by capturing the accelerating global capital and

trade flows

(7) Strengthen stable financial foundations based on abundant liquidity and appropri-
ate capital levels

(8) Establish the optimal management foundations (human resources and business
infrastructure) to support business strategy.

(9) Further strengthen proactive governance and risk management
(10) Embed the new Mizuho corporate identity toward forming a common culture through-

out the group and take actions toward being the best financial services provider

Business
Management,
Management
Foundations,

etc.

Business
Strategy

Personal Banking
Customers

SME Business
Owners, etc.

SME and
Medium-size

Businesses

Large
Corporations

Financial
Institutions and

Public Sector

Non-Japanese
Corporations

<Mizuho>

Bank

Trust Bank

Securities

Customer
Needs

Providing M
izuho custom

ers w
ith

services from
 across the entire group

• Making seamless 
use of a wide range 
of sophisticated fi-
nancial services 
based on Asia and 
Japan

• Building medium to 
long-term relation-
ships backed by our 
knowledge of in-
dustry and ability to 
provide products 
spanning across 
banking and securi-
ties functions, etc.

• Cooperating with 
regional financial 
institutions as their 
“area partner” to-
ward invigoration 
of the regions

• Providing PPP 
schemes to make it 
possible to progress 
with public projects 
while reducing the 
fiscal burden

• Providing group-
wide financial solu-
tions that contri-
bute to increasing 
corporate value

• Making proposals 
based on global in-
dustry knowledge 
and supplying risk 
money for growth

• Providing advice on 
business strategy 
and capital struc-
ture in response to 
business life cycles

• Supporting growth 
by supplying risk 
money through 
funds, etc.

• Supporting custom-
ers' overseas expan-
sion, including small 
and medium-sized 
businesses

• Providing solutions 
that contribute to a 
sustained increase 
in business value 
and sustained fam-
ily development

• Providing funding in 
the establishment 
phase of business

• Providing a wide 
range of loan and 
investment prod-
ucts responding to 
customer life cycles 
and aspirations

• Providing customers 
with easy to under-
stand financial servi-
ces (the elderly, etc.)

• Building advanced 
yet simple, conve-
nient, and optimal 
next-generation re-
tail services

One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—

Financial Targets

By sharpening Mizuho's business strategy and promoting the advance of unified group operations, we are aiming to convert to a
business portfolio and profit structure that combines stability and growth, centered on customer business. We will also aim for
enhanced top-line profitability, focus on cutting base expenses through actions to reform our expense structure on a global basis,
and establish a position for solid profitability. 

We will continue to pursue a disciplined capital policy by appropriately balancing stable capital enhancement and steady
returns to shareholders.

From One Bank Synergy to One MIZUHO Synergy

Under the substantive one bank structure launched in April 2012, MHCB and MHBK established a business promotion structure
across the two banks and provided appropriate solutions that meet the needs of each customer. As a result, we realized One
Bank synergies amounting to ¥50 billion during fiscal 2012.

In the new medium-term business plan, based on our shift to a new group operational structure which unifies banking, trust
and securities functions, we expanded our One Bank synergy to One MIZUHO synergy. Over the course of the medium-term busi-
ness plan, we will pursue One MIZUHO synergy effects amounting to ¥90 billion. These will include the synergy effects from the
merger of our securities subsidiary, and together with the synergy effects reported in fiscal 2012, we will aim to realize ¥140 bil-
lion in total synergy effects.

(Note) Assumed the economic environment 
towards the end of fiscal 2015 as 
follows;
Interest rates (uncollateralized over-
night call rate): 0-0.1% level,
10-year JGB yield: approximately 
1.20%,
Nikkei 225: approximately ¥11,000, 
and USD/JPY exchange rate: approxi-
mately ¥92

*1. New MHBK+MHTB+MHSC 
*2. New MHBK+MHTB
*3. Basel III phase-in basis (including Elev-

enth Series Class XI Preferred Stocks in 
the common equity Tier 1 capital)

Expense Ratio
(Banking Subsidiaries)*2

Common Equity
Tier 1 Capital Ratio
(Fully effective basis)

Ratio of Stock Portfolio
against Tier 1 Capital*3

Group Expense Ratio*1

RORA
(Consolidated Net Income
on Risk-weighted Assets)

ROE
(Consolidated)

Net Income
(Consolidated)

Profitability

Fiscal 2015 (Plan)

ROE
(Consolidated)

Approximately 9%

RORA
(Consolidated
Net Income on

Risk-weighted Assets)
Approximately 0.9%

Common
Equity Tier 1 
Capital Ratio

(Fully effective basis)
8% or higher

Target Figures
(Fiscal 2015)

Efficiency

Soundness

¥550.0 billion level

Approximately 9%

Approximately 25%

Approximately 0.9%

Mid 50% range

Lower 50% level

8% or higher
(including the Eleventh Series
Class XI Preferred Stocks)

Transform into stable earnings structure by
increasing the proportion of income from

Customer Groups

Gradually
decrease

dependence on
income from the
trading segment

Promote
“cost structure

reform” on
a global basis

+¥60.0 billion

+¥29.0 billion

+¥4.0 billion

+¥15.0 billion

+¥10.0 billion

+¥8.0 billion

+¥25.0 billion

+¥30.0 billion

+¥22.0 billion

+¥8.0 billion

+¥30.0 billion

+¥27.0 billion

+¥3.0 billion

+¥12.0 billion

+¥12.0 billion

+¥3.0 billion

+¥20.0 billion

+¥20.0 billion

+¥50.0 billion+¥90.0 billion

One MIZUHO synergy effects of
+¥90.0 billion during
medium-term business plan

+¥50.0 billion
Achieved approximately 50%

against ¥100.0 billion
of the One Bank synergy
estimated for fiscal 2015

+¥140.0 billion

Revenue
synergies

+¥30.0 billion

Revenue
synergies

+¥90.0 billion

Medium-term business plan
(New Frontier Plan)

Fiscal 2013-
Fiscal 2015

+¥60.0 billion

Cost synergies
+¥50.0 billion

Fiscal 2013-
Fiscal 2015

+¥30.0 billion

Cost synergies
+¥20.0 billion

Synergy effects (Reference)
Fiscal 2012 results

Fiscal 2012 Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014 Fiscal 2015
(plan)

Breakdown of Synergy Effects in Fiscal 2015
(compared to fiscal 2012)

Revenue synergies

Banking operations

Retail

Corporate

Markets

Securities operations

Effects of integrated group management

Cost synergies

Banking operations

Securities operations

Total
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New Medium-term Business Plan “One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—“

Mizuho's Vision, Five Basic Policies and Ten Basic Strategies

In response to structural and regulatory changes in the economy and society in both Japan and overseas, the new medium-term
business plan aims to launch the new Mizuho toward the “new frontier” of the next generation of finance. Based on Mizuho's
vision for our future as part of our new corporate identity, the necessary elements for the new frontier of finance, and our future
direction based on an analysis of Mizuho's current situation, we have developed five basic policies and ten basic strategies, which
add more detail to the five basic policies in terms of business strategy and management foundations. These are as follows.

Toward the Improvement of Customer Convenience

As the only Japanese banking group with its own banking, trust banking and securities functions, Mizuho will further improve
customer convenience by steadily implementing the “One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—.”

Mizuho's Vision

<Five Basic Policies> <Ten Basic Strategies>

The most trusted financial services group with a global presence and a broad customer base, contributing to the
prosperity of the world, Asia, and Japan.

1. Further develop integrated strate-
gies across the group for each
customer segment to respond to
the diverse needs of our customers

2. Contribute to sustainable devel-
opment of the world and Japan
by proactively responding to
change

3. Mizuho Means Asia: accelerate
globalization

4. Build strong financial and man-
agement foundations to support
the essence of Mizuho

5. Form strong corporate gover-
nance and culture in the spirit of
One MIZUHO

(1) Strengthen integrated financial services by unifying banking, trust banking, and securi-
ties functions to respond to finely detailed corporate and personal banking segments

(2) Perform consulting functions taking advantage of our industry and business
knowledge and forward-looking perspective

(3) Support formation of personal financial assets in Japan and invigorate their investment
(4) Strengthen proactive risk-taking functions for growth industries and corporations
(5) Strengthen and expand Asia-related business in Japan and on a global basis
(6) Cultivate multi-level transactions by capturing the accelerating global capital and

trade flows

(7) Strengthen stable financial foundations based on abundant liquidity and appropri-
ate capital levels

(8) Establish the optimal management foundations (human resources and business
infrastructure) to support business strategy.

(9) Further strengthen proactive governance and risk management
(10) Embed the new Mizuho corporate identity toward forming a common culture through-

out the group and take actions toward being the best financial services provider

Business
Management,
Management
Foundations,

etc.

Business
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Personal Banking
Customers

SME Business
Owners, etc.

SME and
Medium-size

Businesses

Large
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Financial
Institutions and

Public Sector

Non-Japanese
Corporations

<Mizuho>
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 across the entire group

• Making seamless 
use of a wide range 
of sophisticated fi-
nancial services 
based on Asia and 
Japan

• Building medium to 
long-term relation-
ships backed by our 
knowledge of in-
dustry and ability to 
provide products 
spanning across 
banking and securi-
ties functions, etc.

• Cooperating with 
regional financial 
institutions as their 
“area partner” to-
ward invigoration 
of the regions

• Providing PPP 
schemes to make it 
possible to progress 
with public projects 
while reducing the 
fiscal burden

• Providing group-
wide financial solu-
tions that contri-
bute to increasing 
corporate value

• Making proposals 
based on global in-
dustry knowledge 
and supplying risk 
money for growth

• Providing advice on 
business strategy 
and capital struc-
ture in response to 
business life cycles

• Supporting growth 
by supplying risk 
money through 
funds, etc.

• Supporting custom-
ers' overseas expan-
sion, including small 
and medium-sized 
businesses

• Providing solutions 
that contribute to a 
sustained increase 
in business value 
and sustained fam-
ily development

• Providing funding in 
the establishment 
phase of business

• Providing a wide 
range of loan and 
investment prod-
ucts responding to 
customer life cycles 
and aspirations

• Providing customers 
with easy to under-
stand financial servi-
ces (the elderly, etc.)

• Building advanced 
yet simple, conve-
nient, and optimal 
next-generation re-
tail services

One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—

Financial Targets

By sharpening Mizuho's business strategy and promoting the advance of unified group operations, we are aiming to convert to a
business portfolio and profit structure that combines stability and growth, centered on customer business. We will also aim for
enhanced top-line profitability, focus on cutting base expenses through actions to reform our expense structure on a global basis,
and establish a position for solid profitability. 

We will continue to pursue a disciplined capital policy by appropriately balancing stable capital enhancement and steady
returns to shareholders.

From One Bank Synergy to One MIZUHO Synergy

Under the substantive one bank structure launched in April 2012, MHCB and MHBK established a business promotion structure
across the two banks and provided appropriate solutions that meet the needs of each customer. As a result, we realized One
Bank synergies amounting to ¥50 billion during fiscal 2012.

In the new medium-term business plan, based on our shift to a new group operational structure which unifies banking, trust
and securities functions, we expanded our One Bank synergy to One MIZUHO synergy. Over the course of the medium-term busi-
ness plan, we will pursue One MIZUHO synergy effects amounting to ¥90 billion. These will include the synergy effects from the
merger of our securities subsidiary, and together with the synergy effects reported in fiscal 2012, we will aim to realize ¥140 bil-
lion in total synergy effects.

(Note) Assumed the economic environment 
towards the end of fiscal 2015 as 
follows;
Interest rates (uncollateralized over-
night call rate): 0-0.1% level,
10-year JGB yield: approximately 
1.20%,
Nikkei 225: approximately ¥11,000, 
and USD/JPY exchange rate: approxi-
mately ¥92

*1. New MHBK+MHTB+MHSC 
*2. New MHBK+MHTB
*3. Basel III phase-in basis (including Elev-

enth Series Class XI Preferred Stocks in 
the common equity Tier 1 capital)

Expense Ratio
(Banking Subsidiaries)*2

Common Equity
Tier 1 Capital Ratio
(Fully effective basis)

Ratio of Stock Portfolio
against Tier 1 Capital*3

Group Expense Ratio*1

RORA
(Consolidated Net Income
on Risk-weighted Assets)

ROE
(Consolidated)

Net Income
(Consolidated)

Profitability

Fiscal 2015 (Plan)

ROE
(Consolidated)

Approximately 9%

RORA
(Consolidated
Net Income on

Risk-weighted Assets)
Approximately 0.9%

Common
Equity Tier 1 
Capital Ratio

(Fully effective basis)
8% or higher

Target Figures
(Fiscal 2015)

Efficiency

Soundness

¥550.0 billion level

Approximately 9%

Approximately 25%

Approximately 0.9%

Mid 50% range

Lower 50% level

8% or higher
(including the Eleventh Series
Class XI Preferred Stocks)

Transform into stable earnings structure by
increasing the proportion of income from

Customer Groups

Gradually
decrease

dependence on
income from the
trading segment

Promote
“cost structure

reform” on
a global basis

+¥60.0 billion

+¥29.0 billion

+¥4.0 billion

+¥15.0 billion

+¥10.0 billion

+¥8.0 billion

+¥25.0 billion

+¥30.0 billion

+¥22.0 billion

+¥8.0 billion

+¥30.0 billion

+¥27.0 billion

+¥3.0 billion

+¥12.0 billion

+¥12.0 billion

+¥3.0 billion

+¥20.0 billion

+¥20.0 billion

+¥50.0 billion+¥90.0 billion

One MIZUHO synergy effects of
+¥90.0 billion during
medium-term business plan

+¥50.0 billion
Achieved approximately 50%

against ¥100.0 billion
of the One Bank synergy
estimated for fiscal 2015

+¥140.0 billion

Revenue
synergies

+¥30.0 billion

Revenue
synergies

+¥90.0 billion

Medium-term business plan
(New Frontier Plan)

Fiscal 2013-
Fiscal 2015

+¥60.0 billion

Cost synergies
+¥50.0 billion

Fiscal 2013-
Fiscal 2015

+¥30.0 billion

Cost synergies
+¥20.0 billion

Synergy effects (Reference)
Fiscal 2012 results

Fiscal 2012 Fiscal 2013 Fiscal 2014 Fiscal 2015
(plan)

Breakdown of Synergy Effects in Fiscal 2015
(compared to fiscal 2012)

Revenue synergies

Banking operations

Retail

Corporate

Markets

Securities operations

Effects of integrated group management

Cost synergies

Banking operations

Securities operations

Total
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One MIZUHO New Frontier Plan—Stepping up to the Next Challenge—

Strengthening Actions Toward Launching New Businesses

To steadily promote and work toward achieving the medium-term business plan, we are strengthening our actions toward
launching new businesses. To contribute to the recovery and ongoing growth of the Japanese economy, and growth in Asia
and its associated effects on Japan's economic development, four project teams within MHFG related to themes including next-
generation retail banking, next-generation industry development, next-generation Asia business and invigoration of domestic
financial assets have been established.

Advanced Group Management Structure

Mizuho has been aiming to build the most effective and advanced group management structure. This includes taking advantage
of the characteristics and competitiveness of being the only Japanese banking group that holds its own bank, trust bank and
securities company and moving to a new group capital structure and new group operational structure and the strengthening of
group governance that aim to promote timely and unified group strategic planning under the strong governance of the holding
company.

New Group Capital Structure

In January 2013, our two securities subsidiaries merged to establish a new MHSC, thereby creating a structure to provide securi-
ties functions in a unified manner as Mizuho's full-line securities company. In April 2013, MHFG turned the new MHSC, which
had been a consolidated subsidiary of MHFG, into a directly-held subsidiary of MHFG and moved to a new group capital struc-
ture, placing the banking, trust banking, securities and other core group companies under the direct control of the holding com-
pany. Furthermore, in July 2013, MHCB and MHBK conducted a merger.

Before moving to a new group capital structure Present

MHFG MHFG

Banking

MHBKMHCB

MHSC MHIS

MHBK

Merged in
July 2013

Placed under direct
control of MHFG

in April 2013
Merged in 

January 2013

MHTBMHTB MHSC
Other core

group
companies

Other core
group

companies

Trust banking Securities

Strengthening Governance to Support the Unified Group Strategy

We have strengthened our governance structure from a group-wide perspective to support the unified group strategy. 
To establish an advanced group management structure, we had clarified the role of Group CEO, enhanced the independence

of the consultative body to the Board of Directors, and unified corporate planning and management units. In addition to these
initiatives, in April 2013, we strengthened unified group-wide strategy operations through the holding company. 

First, in addition to the President and CEO of the new MHBK, MHTB and MHSC Presidents also became standing members of
the Executive Management Committee at MHFG.

Secondly, we strengthened our ability to respond to challenges in supporting unified group management by executive officers
in charge of corporate planning and management at MHFG serving, in principle, concurrent roles at group companies including
MHBK, MHTB and MHSC. We also clarified the positioning of group chief officers in the corporate planning and management
functions at MHFG.

Furthermore, we established various relevant working groups (WG) under the Business Policy Committees at MHFG and the
new MHBK for the purpose of specialized and intensive studies on important themes. These WG include WG on risks involved in
rise in long-term interest rates, WG on foreign currency funding, WG on cross shareholdings, and WG on enhancing group man-
agement system across banking, trust and securities functions.

New Group Operational Structure

In April 2013, we moved to a new group operational structure that enables MHFG to determine strategy and initiatives and for-
mulate business plans corresponding to each unit responsible for business strategy promotion across group-wide banking, trust
banking, securities and other business areas.

Specifically, MHFG established ten business units and head-office coordination divisions to determine strategy and initiatives
across group-wide banking, trust banking, securities and other business areas based on the ten business units across MHCB and
MHBK under the substantive one bank structure launched in April 2012. MHFG also established five group strategy conferences
(Group Retail Strategy Conference, Group Wholesale Strategy Conference, Group International Strategy Conference, Group Asset
Management Strategy Conference and Group Markets Strategy Conference) to deliberate on important matters in terms of

 

* In principle, group companies other than the above belong to each segment 
depending on the characteristics of their businesses.

Customers of each group com-
panies are viewed as Mizuho's 

common customers and we offer 
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Strengthening Actions Toward Launching New Businesses

To steadily promote and work toward achieving the medium-term business plan, we are strengthening our actions toward
launching new businesses. To contribute to the recovery and ongoing growth of the Japanese economy, and growth in Asia
and its associated effects on Japan's economic development, four project teams within MHFG related to themes including next-
generation retail banking, next-generation industry development, next-generation Asia business and invigoration of domestic
financial assets have been established.

Advanced Group Management Structure

Mizuho has been aiming to build the most effective and advanced group management structure. This includes taking advantage
of the characteristics and competitiveness of being the only Japanese banking group that holds its own bank, trust bank and
securities company and moving to a new group capital structure and new group operational structure and the strengthening of
group governance that aim to promote timely and unified group strategic planning under the strong governance of the holding
company.

New Group Capital Structure

In January 2013, our two securities subsidiaries merged to establish a new MHSC, thereby creating a structure to provide securi-
ties functions in a unified manner as Mizuho's full-line securities company. In April 2013, MHFG turned the new MHSC, which
had been a consolidated subsidiary of MHFG, into a directly-held subsidiary of MHFG and moved to a new group capital struc-
ture, placing the banking, trust banking, securities and other core group companies under the direct control of the holding com-
pany. Furthermore, in July 2013, MHCB and MHBK conducted a merger.

Before moving to a new group capital structure Present

MHFG MHFG
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MHBK
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July 2013
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control of MHFG
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Strengthening Governance to Support the Unified Group Strategy

We have strengthened our governance structure from a group-wide perspective to support the unified group strategy. 
To establish an advanced group management structure, we had clarified the role of Group CEO, enhanced the independence

of the consultative body to the Board of Directors, and unified corporate planning and management units. In addition to these
initiatives, in April 2013, we strengthened unified group-wide strategy operations through the holding company. 

First, in addition to the President and CEO of the new MHBK, MHTB and MHSC Presidents also became standing members of
the Executive Management Committee at MHFG.

Secondly, we strengthened our ability to respond to challenges in supporting unified group management by executive officers
in charge of corporate planning and management at MHFG serving, in principle, concurrent roles at group companies including
MHBK, MHTB and MHSC. We also clarified the positioning of group chief officers in the corporate planning and management
functions at MHFG.

Furthermore, we established various relevant working groups (WG) under the Business Policy Committees at MHFG and the
new MHBK for the purpose of specialized and intensive studies on important themes. These WG include WG on risks involved in
rise in long-term interest rates, WG on foreign currency funding, WG on cross shareholdings, and WG on enhancing group man-
agement system across banking, trust and securities functions.

New Group Operational Structure

In April 2013, we moved to a new group operational structure that enables MHFG to determine strategy and initiatives and for-
mulate business plans corresponding to each unit responsible for business strategy promotion across group-wide banking, trust
banking, securities and other business areas.

Specifically, MHFG established ten business units and head-office coordination divisions to determine strategy and initiatives
across group-wide banking, trust banking, securities and other business areas based on the ten business units across MHCB and
MHBK under the substantive one bank structure launched in April 2012. MHFG also established five group strategy conferences
(Group Retail Strategy Conference, Group Wholesale Strategy Conference, Group International Strategy Conference, Group Asset
Management Strategy Conference and Group Markets Strategy Conference) to deliberate on important matters in terms of
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group business strategy among the multiple relationship management units and products units that relate to similar customer
attributes. Under this operational structure, MHFG will determine overall group strategy as well as segment strategy across the
group, and each group company will determine entity-level plans in accordance with MHFG's strategy.

Establishment of Mizuho's Corporate Identity

As part of our actions toward establishing a common group culture, we have established Mizuho's Corporate Identity to push
forward toward the new, unified Mizuho. Mizuho's Corporate Identity, which is composed of Corporate Philosophy, Vision and
the Mizuho Values, serves as the concept that forms the basis of all activities conducted by Mizuho. We will bring fruitfulness to
all of our customers and contribute to the prosperity of economies and societies throughout the world, by conducting business
activities and operations rooted in this concept.

Mizuho, the leading Japanese financial services group with a global presence and a 
broad customer base, is committed to:

Providing customers worldwide with the highest quality financial services with 
honesty and integrity;
Anticipating new trends on the world stage;
Expanding our knowledge in order to help customers shape their future;
Growing together with our customers in a stable and sustainable manner; and
Bringing together our group-wide expertise to contribute to the prosperity of 
economies and societies throughout the world.

These fundamental commitments support our primary role in bringing fruitfulness for 
each customer and the economies and the societies in which we operate. Mizuho cre-
ates lasting value. It is what makes us invaluable.

The most trusted financial services group with a global presence and a broad customer 
base, contributing to the prosperity of the world, Asia, and Japan.

The most trusted
financial 

services group

The best financial
services provider

The most cohesive
financial

services group

Mizuho Values

To be our customer's most trusted partner with innovative thinking 
and the extensive financial experience and expertise accumulated 
from relationships with wide-ranging customers.

To continuously provide the best leading-edge financial services to 
each of our customers, the related economies and societies we serve, 
by anticipating changes on both the global and local stages.

To maximize our extensive expertise and collective capabilities as ex-
perienced financial services professionals in order to meet the diversi-
fied and changing needs of our customers, economies and societies.

Corporate
Identity

Corporate
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Vision

Values

Vision of
medium-term
business plan

Customer First:
The most trusted partner

lighting the future

Innovative Spirit:
Progressive and
flexible thinking

Team Spirit:
Diversity and
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Speed:
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promptness

Passion:
Communication and

challenge for the future

Mizuho's Corporate Identity

Business Approaches Approaches to Individual Customers

In order to meet the needs of individual customers through-
out their lives, Mizuho prepares financial plans and advises
customers on the best products and services such as house-
hold account management, preparation for the future,
housing and education funds, retirement fund manage-
ment, inheritance funds, and so on, to meet the various
stages and circumstances of their lives.

Meeting Customers' Asset Management Needs

Investment Trusts and Insurance Products

In order to support the management of its customers'
invaluable assets, Mizuho offers a variety of investment
products apart from deposit products, such as investment
trusts. It also endeavors to enhance its lineup of investment
trusts, and has begun to provide new investment trusts that
invest in Euro-denominated high-yield bonds and in energy-
related businesses.

In addition, it offers a selection of insurance products,
ranging from personal pension insurance and whole-life
insurance to medical insurance and long-term care insurance
to help customers prepare for future contingencies. 

Asset Management Products with Trust Functions

MHTB offers results-based dividend-type money trusts
Chochiku no Tatsujin (Expert Saver), which is also available
at all branches of MHBK (some sub-branches not included). 

In addition, MHTB provides Asset Management Trust, a
trust product which is separately established and managed
for each customer primarily by accepting their stocks, bonds,
and other securities. Making the most of the know-how it
has accumulated through its asset management business as
a trust bank, it is responding to customers' various needs
ranging from support for asset management and investment
to methods for dealing with acquisition or disposal of treas-
ury stocks, which require special care.

Equities and Bonds

Besides offering investment products such as domestic and
overseas equities and bonds as well as structured bonds,
MHSC is making efforts to enhance its capabilities for provid-
ing investment information in a timely manner. Moreover,
through its financial product intermediary and customer
introduction services, it offers a wide range of financial
products to customers across Japan by supplying these
products to MHBK, registered regional banks and other

financial institutions that have strong customer bases in
their respective areas.

Meeting Customers' Lending Needs

Housing Loans 

Mizuho endeavors to enhance its lineup of housing loan
products that meet the needs of its customers.

Beginning in October 2012, MHBK began to provide
insurance products for borrowers of housing loans named
Eight Major Disease Compensation Plus, which is a combina-
tion of (1) compensation for monthly repayments for bor-
rowers who are unable to work because of illness or injuries,
and (2) full repayment of the loan in the event that the bor-
rower suffers from specified major diseases and is unable to
make loan repayments for one year or more.

Meanwhile, to enable our customers to consult on
weekends and during the evening on weekdays, MHBK
holds housing loan consultations and is setting up Loan
Consulting Squares for consultations and loan contracts.

Approaches to the Japanese Version of
the Individual Savings Account (NISA)
The Japanese version of the Individual Savings
Account (NISA), which is tax-exempt up to a specified
limit, is scheduled to be introduced in Japan in
January 2014. MHBK and MHSC are working togeth-
er to respond to the introduction of NISA by holding
seminars and consultations, expanding their lineup
of investment products that can be purchased with
NISA accounts (such as no-load funds, etc.), and
through other initiatives. Furthermore, Mizuho is
drawing on the comprehensive capabilities of the
group in their approach to NISA. For example, MHBK
and MHTB introduce their own customers with equi-
ty investment needs to MHSC.

Reverse Mortgage Loans
In July 2013, MHBK began offering reverse mort-
gage loans for customers who want to enjoy their
retirement years. After putting up their residence as
collateral, customers may obtain loans up to a prede-
termined limit at a time that suits their convenience.
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